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Question No 32 VFRG Page 1.76 AIP ENR 1.1 para 3.3.3.1
During flight the pilot in command of a VFR aircraft must ensure that a time reference is maintained to an 
accuracy of plus or minus
 [a]  30 seconds   [b] 60 seconds
 [c] 90 seconds   [d] 120 seconds

Question No 33 AIP ENR 1.1 para 3.3.12 (Note 2)  
You are conducting a low level aerial survey at 500ft AGL in  Class G airspace but very near the boundary of 
a Class C CTR.  In this situation you should-
 [a] consider obtaining an airways clearance to operate in proximity to the boundary of the CTR  
 [b] remain at least 1.5 nm from the boundary of the CTR
 [c] remain at least 2.0 nm from the boundary of the CTR  
 [d] remain at least 2.5 nm from the boundary of the CTR
 
Question No 34 CAO 20.9.4.2.3
For an aircraft with a seating capacity of less than 20 persons, a passenger whose medical condition requires 
that he/she cannot embark or disembark from an aircraft without assistance may remain on board

 [a] during refuelling with av gas      
 [b] during underwing refuelling with av tur with anti-static additive
 [c] during any refuelling operation
 [d] providing an earth wire is connecting the aircraft to a suitable earth point

Question No 35 CAR 42ZC (4) (d) and CAR Volume 4  Schedule 8
Which of the following items of maintenance is the pilot not permitted to carry out?
 [a] cleaning and resetting the spark-plug gaps
 [b] jacking all of the aircraft's wheels off the ground to replace or repair tyres
 [c] replacement of seat belts
 [d] changing engine oil and air filters  

Question No 36 CAR Volume 4 Schedule 8
Which of the following items may not  be removed and replaced by the pilot?
 [a] landing gear tyres   [b] batteries
 [c] agricultural spray booms  [d] glider tow hooks  [e] propellers

Question No 37 CAO 29.5 para 6.1
An operation during which flight below 500 feet AGL is permitted without the permission of CASA is 
 [a] when the flight is an aerial work flight [AWK].
 [b] when the flight is for the purpose of aerial photography.
 [c] when the flight is engaged in dropping packages for flood relief.
 [d] flight is never permitted below 500 feet AGL except for take-off, landing or stress of weather.

Question No 38 CAR 47 (1) (a) (iii)
You have been operating the last flight of the day and you encounter severe turbulence which imposes flight 
loads that exceed the design limits for the aeroplane.  You should-
 [a] submit a report to the ATSB
 [b] endorse the maintenance release and ground the aeroplane
 [c] endorse the maintenance release
 [d] inform the chief pilot
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